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Opis 60s mobile special operation modes

The Opis 60s mobile supports three special operation modes:

Mode 1: Blocks all number with the exception of the quick dial numbers from *1 
to *9. Emergency calls (112 and 911) are still allowed. 

Mode 2: Any number can be dialled except
- 110/ 112/ 911 and every other number without a leading zero
- 0137x / 0138x / 018x / 019x / 0900x
- 00x (foreign country calls)

Mode 3: Automatically dials the number saved in as quick dial *1 as soon as the 
receiver is picked up. All other numbers are blocked!
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==> You may skip 1 and 2 if your phone is not fresh out of the box and you 
already have programmed a quick dial.

1 Bring up the phone

Please follow the steps 1 to 6 in the user manual

==> you are now in NORMAL OPERATION MODE, thus you can place and 
receive calls.

2 Program a quick dial (necessary for protection mode 1 and 
3, also see user manual)

To program or change a quick dial number, pick up the receiver and dial:
Format:   *02#<quick dial number (1-9)>#<number to be dialled>*

Example:  if the number is 08154711 and is to be saved as quick dial #2:
  *02#2#08154711* 
 if the PIN is accepted the phone rings once.

To use a quick dial number, pick up the receiver and dial:
Format:   *<the quick dial number (1-9)>

Example:  if you would like to connect to quick dial 2: *2 
 you will be connected to the stored number

==> you are still in NORMAL OPERATION MODE, but at least one quick dial 
number has been programmed
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3 PROTECTED MODES summary

The phone supports 3 protected modes. In none of the 3 modes it is possible to 
make modification to the phone setting without you personal PIN. 

• Mode 1: It is only allowed to use the quick dial numbers from *1 to *9. 
Emergency calls (112 and 911) are still allowed. If no number is programmed 
at the chosen quick dial position, you will hear the busy signal.

• Mode 2: Any number can be dialled except:
- 110/ 112/ 911 and every other number without a leading zero
- 0137x / 0138x / 018x / 019x / 0900x
- 00x (foreign country calls)
If you dial a number that is not allowed, you will hear the busy signal.

• Mode 3: As soon as you pick up the receiver, the quick dial number saved in 
position *1 will be dialled. If no number is stored at quick dial number *1, you 
will hear the busy signal. It is not possible to dial any other number.
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4 How to enable PROTECTED MODES

IMPORTANT: In order to set a protected mode please select a four digit PIN number
and make note of it before you proceed

YOUR PIN: _   _   _   _

This PIN is the key in order to unlock the phone once it has been set in protected 
mode.

NOTE: If the PIN has been forgotten or lost the phone needs to be returned to the 
OPIS Technology customer service. Please write to contact@opis-tech.com in order 
to setup for a return shipment. 

To enable one of the three protected modes, pick up the receiver and dial:
Format:*00#<PM>#<PIN>*

Example 1: if your PIN is 1234 and you wish to enable protected mode 1:
*00#1#1234* 

 if the mode setting is accepted the phone rings once.

==> you are now in PROTECTED MODE 1. Thus only your programmed short 
dial(s) will be functional. Dialling a regular phone number (except emergency 
call numbers 112 and 911) will result in a busy signal.

Example 2: if your PIN is 1234 and you wish to enable protected mode 2:
*00#2#1234* 

 if the mode setting is accepted the phone rings once.

==> you are now in PROTECTED MODE 2.
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5 Disable PROTECTED MODE 1 and 2

In order to disable either protected mode 1 or 2, pick up the receiver and dial 
*00#0#<YOUR-PIN>*:

Example 3: if your PIN is 1234 the following will disable the protected 
mode: *00#0#1234* 

 if the PIN is accepted the phone rings once.

==> your phone is now back to NORMAL OPERATION MODE. Thus any number 
can be dialled.
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6 Disable PROTECTED MODE 3

In order to disable protection mode 3 to steps are required:

Step 1: restart phone
1. Turn OFF the phone (switch at the bottom)
2. for 60s mobile: Rotate the dial disc to number 1 or greater and hold it in

that position. For keypad version (Pushme mobile): press and hold */# key.
3. Turn  ON the phone while still holding the disk / buttons
4. Wait for at least 5 seconds still holding the disk /buttons
5. Release the dial disc / buttons 
 The phone shall now audio a dial tone. Only then you may go ahead with

step 2

Step 2: disable protected mode
1. in order to disable the protected mode: pick up the receiver and dial

 *00#0#<YOUR-PIN>*:

Example: if your PIN is 1234 the following will disable the protected mode:
 *00#0#1234* 

 if the PIN is accepted the phone rings once.

==> your phone is now back to NORMAL OPERATION MODE. Thus any 
number can be dialled.

NOTE If you aboard the process after step 1 and restart the phone it will 
still be in protected mode 3. 
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